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• The radiohumeral synovial fold,
or lateral plica, lines the joint
space between the radial head
and the humeral capitulum[1]

• This structure is thought to act as
a stabilizing factor during elbow
extension[2]

• Lateral plica syndrome is a rare
disorder of the elbow that may be
misdiagnosed as lateral
epicondylitis due to the similarity
in symptoms and presentation[1]

• Lateral plica syndrome is caused
by a thickening or accumulation
of the lateral synovial folds of the
elbow plica[3}

• We hypothesize that MRI will
highlight a cut-off value of lateral
plica thickness that clearly
delineates between normal and
plica syndrome affected elbows

• Furthermore, we hypothesize that
plica syndrome affected elbows
will consistently display a synovial
fold relatively thicker than their
unaffected counterparts

• In order to establish consistency during this experiment, three different reviewers took
measurements of all twenty-five normal MRIs as part of pre experimental training

• Subsequently, pre-operative MRI’s of three patients (n=3) affected by plica syndrome
(confirmed peri-operatively) were obtained and randomized with seven (n=7) normal,
unaffected MRIs

• Lateral plica width in these 10 MRIs was determined by the same reviewers in a blinded
manner

• Twenty-five elbow MRIs were obtained from patients devoid of lateral elbow trauma
(n=25)

• A cobb angle of 90 degrees was generated with one component extending down the
long axis of the radius, while the other component was tangent to the most proximal
aspect of the lateral ridge of the radial head

• Next another line parallel to the line extending down the radial axis is drawn extending to
the lateral most aspect of the radial head

• From this point, the plica measurement was made along the line tangent to the radial
head (Fig. 1)

• In pre-experimental training, the average lateral plica width measurement for a normal
healthy individual was found to be 1.56mm with no healthy plica found to be greater than
2.07mm

• During blinded experimental testing, the mean width of plica in unaffected elbows was
found to be 1.87mm.

• The average thickness of affected lateral plica was found to be 2.34mm with the thickest
measurement being 2.65mm

• An affected/unaffected boundary appears to exist around a thickness of 2.0mm

• Lateral plica syndrome presents as lateral elbow pain as well as a “snapping” sensation

• Due to its clinical rareness, lateral plica syndrome, may be misdiagnosed as lateral
epicondylitis

• Surgeons must have a high index of suspicion in patients with persistent “lateral
epicondylitis” as it may in fact be lateral plica syndrome

• Data from the pre-experimental training and experimental test phase suggest a normal,
healthy lateral plica cut-off value just above 2.0mm on MRI

• Lateral plica syndrome may be misdiagnosed as lateral epicondylitis

• This method proposes a reliable method for evaluating the lateral plica thickness via MRI

• This data suggests a potential diagnostic method to identify lateral plica syndrome prior to 
exploratory surgery
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Image 1: Various depictions of plica distribution at the 
elbow joint. A) Coronal Plane (B) Medial View (C) Lateral 
View. Taken from Meyers et al.[4]
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Figure 2: Distributions of plica width in affected and unaffected elbows
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